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Abstract
We study the general (2+1)-dimensional Davey-Stewartson (DS) equations with nonlinear
and gain terms and acquire explicit solutions through variable separation approach. In particular,
we deduce some main novel excitations for the DS equations, and further demonstrate different
features of these excitations. More importantly, the similar solutions and excitations can be
predicted to exist in other related revolution equations such as nonlinear Schrödinger equation to
explain the Bose-Einstein condensation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that nonlinear equations play a crucial role in the study of nonlinear physical
phenomena, such as plasma [1], fluid dynamics, nonlinear optics, elastic media, etc. Solving these
nonlinear equations may lead us to understand the described procedures profoundly and guide us
to identify the facts that are not simply comprehended through common observations. In recent
years, many experts have developed some explicit methods, for example, the inverse scattering
method [2, 3], Bäcklund transformation [4, 5], Darboux transformation [4], Cole–Hopf
transformation, tanh-coth method [6], Hirota bilinear method [6-8], Painlevé expansion method [9]
and so on.
The Davey-Stewartson (DS) system [10] is a system for the evolution of weakly nonlinear
packets of water waves in the finite depth that travel in one direction but in which the amplitude of
waves is modulated in two spatial directions. In a lot of two-dimensional systems, both short
waves and long waves may coexist, and an accurate depiction of two-dimensional modulation of
nonlinear waves ought to involve both short wave and long wave modes. The DS system is just
such a system. Furthermore, DS equations, a pair of coupled nonlinear equations in two dependent
variables, can be reduced to the (1+1)-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation by
carrying out a suitable dimensional reduction.
Several analytical solutions have considerably been developed to be used for nonlinear partial
differential equations such as DS equations that have special kinds of solutions in recent years, for
instance, the growing-and-decaying mode solutions [11-13], dromions, breathers, instantons,
propagating and periodic wave patterns [14, 15].
Our paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II, we consider the (2+1)-dimensional DS
equations and obtain exact and explicit solutions through variable separation approach; in Sect. III,
we deduce and demonstrate different excitations for DS equations; Sect. IV gives out the summary
and results of this paper. Furthermore, we utilize the achieved conclusions to address more on how
the excitation patterns predicted in this paper can be observed in some interesting systems, e. g.
Bose-Einstein condensation and nonlinear optical systems.
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2II. EXACT SOLUTIONS FOR THE DAVEY-STEWARTSON EQUATIONS
We generalize the constant-coefficient Davey-Stewartson (DS) equation in (2+1)-dimensions
[16] to (2+1)-dimensional variable-coefficient Davey-Stewartson (DS) equations
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where function ( )tβ stands for dispersion and nonlinearity coefficients, ( )tγ represents gain
coefficients,
u
is the complex wave envelope and the real function
φ
might be regarded as a
forcing term of the first equation of equation group (1). When ( ) 0tγ = and ( ) .t constβ = ,
equation group (1) becomes the ordinary DS equations [16]. In absence of y dependence, the DS
equations reduce to the (1+1)-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation, i.e.
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Now we apply variable separation approach [17] for the (2+1)-dimensional DS equations (1),
which can be rewritten as
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with coordination transformations ,
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= = . To deduce exact solutions of the DS
equations, we can introduce dependent variable transformations
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where functions
f
and
g
are real and complex, respectively, and
0 0 0 0( , ), ( , )p p t q q tζ η= =
are arbitrary functions.
Therefore, the bilinear equations for equation group (3) are
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in which the well-known Hirota bilinear operators are defined by the rule [18]
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On the other hand, because a lot of general physical processes should satisfy quantitative
causal relation with no-loss-no-gain character [19-21], e.g., Ref.[22] uses the no-loss-no-gain
homeomorphic map transformation satisfying the quantitative causal relation to gain exact strain
3tensor formulas in Weitzenbock manifold. In fact, some changes ( cause ) of some quantities in the
first equation of (5) must result in the relative some changes ( result ) of the other quantities in the
first equation of (5) so that the right side of the first equation of (5) keeps no-loss-no-gain, i.e.,
zero, namely, the first equation of (5) also satisfies the quantitative causal relation, so does the
second equation of (5).
We now utilize the variable separation approach to solve Eq. (5), which is applicable to a
large of nonlinear equations. Substituting following expansions
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into equation group (5), we can obtain a series of equations
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where functions 1 1 1 1( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , )p p t q q t p p t q q t r r t s s tζ η ζ η ζ η= = = = = = are all
real, 0 1 2 3, , ,a a a a are arbitrary constants. According to the fact that { }0 1, , ,p p p r and
{ }0 1, , ,q q q s are only functions of { , }tζ and { , }tη , respectively, we can separate different
variables into corresponding different sides of each equation in equation group (8), as a result, we
achieve the following variable separated equations
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where ( ) ( 0,3, 4,5)
i i
c c t i= = are arbitrary functions, while functions 1( )c t and 2 ( )c t satisfy
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Because the arbitrary functions 0p and 0q can be represented by p and q in equation
4group (11), we can treat both
p
and
q
as arbitrary functions of { , }tζ and { , }tη , respectively.
Consequently, we obtain the solution of DS equation group (1)
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The intensity of the wave envelope is given by the field
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According to (14), we recognize that the excitations are also dependent on the selections of
{ },p q , since ( , ), ( , )p t q tζ η are arbitrary functions, the excitations of the field U are so various.
On the other hand, we need to avoid the singularities of selections, which equates
0 1 2 3 0a a p a q a pq+ + + = , and the selection of { },p q should also satisfy the relation
0 3 1 2( ) 0a a a a p qζ η− > due to (14) > 0.
III. EXCITATIONS FOR THE DAVEY-STEWARTSON EQUATIONS
According to the general solution (14), the excitations of field U have different patterns,
which are dependent on the selections of { },p q . Now we discuss these excitation and their
characters.
Case 1: Dromion and solitoff excitations
Here we generally select { },p q as
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where 0 0, , , , , , ,
i j i j i j i j
K G L H ϑ θA B are arbitrary constants and ,M N are arbitrary positive
integers, thus we can obtain some main excitation patterns, such as dromion patterns, solitoff
patterns, resonant solitoff patterns and so on.
When choosing exp{ 1}, exp{ 1}p t q tζ η= + + = + + , the intensity of the wave envelope,
i.e. the field U , indicates a single dromion excitation, which is showed by Fig. 1. (a).
When picking exp{ 1} exp{2 1}, exp{ 1} exp{2 1}p t t q t tζ ζ η η= + + + + + = − + + − + , the excitation
for the field U is a single solitoff pattern, Fig. 1. (b) portrays this excitation which looks like a
single-line-soliton.
5Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) is a single dromion excitation with parameters
0 0 1,
i j i j i j i j
K G L H M Nϑ θ= = = = = = = = =A = B ( 1)i j= = and 0 1 2 31, 1, 1, 2a a a a= = = = ;
(b) is a single solitoff pattern excitation, its parameters are
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1,K G L L ϑ ϑ θ θ= = = = = = = = = = == A A B B 2 2 1 22, 1.K G H H= = = = −
and 0 1 2 32, 0, 2, 2a a a a= = = = . Both of these two pictures have time 0.t =
When we select exp{ 1} exp{2 1}, exp{ 1} exp{2 1}p t t q t tζ ζ η η=− − + + + + + =− − − + + − + ,
the excitation for the field U is so different, Fig. 2 portrays a resonant solitoff excitation, whose
shape changes along with the time. From Fig.2, when changing along with time one can find that
the resonant solitoff excitations have different directions.
(a) (b)
6Fig. 2. (Color online) The resonant solitoff excitations. The parameters are
0 1 2 32, 1, 2, 0a a a a= = − = = and 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 21, 2,K G H H K G= = = = = = − = =A B
0 0 0 0
2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1L L ϑ ϑ θ θ= = = = = = = =A B .
Case 2: Breather excitation
The diverse selections { },p q determine the differences of excitations, if we change the
selection as
2
2
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(a) t = -2 (b) t = -0.5
(c) t = 0 (d) t = 1
(e) t = 2 (f) t = 3
7we will have a bizarre excitation called breather. A breather is a solitonic structure, which is also a
localized periodic solution of either continuous media equations or discrete lattice equations.
There are two types of breathers: standing or traveling ones. Standing breathers correspond to
localized solutions whose amplitudes vary in time. The exactly solvable sine-Gordon equation [23,
24] and the focusing nonlinear Schrödinger equation [25, 26] are examples of one-dimensional
partial differential equations that possess breather solutions.
Fig. 3. (Color online) Breathes. The parameters for the field of (12) are 0 1 2 32, 1, 2, 2a a a a= = = =
and (a), (b), (c), (d) are at time 0, 0.7, 0.9, 3t t t t= = = = , respectively.
In Fig. 3 we can observe that the shape of field U changes along with the time t in one period.
The right sides are the figures of projections, which are so clearly to see the variances of shapes
from a circle to an ellipse and from an ellipse to a circle. The period of this breather excitation is
π
.
Case 3: Periodic wave pattern excitation
In recent years, the excitations of periodic wave patterns have been studied by many experts,
for instance, the propagating, doubly periodic wave patterns [14, 15], and the long wave limits of
the above special solutions and so on. In this paper, we find a new and simple periodic wave
pattern, which is different from those above.
If we vary the choice of { },p q , we have
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( , ) 1 exp{tan( ) cos( ) 1} .
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8In Fig. 4, we can realize that the field U changes along with the time periodically, when 0t = ,
the field U has the minimum and soon will boost at time / 4t π= and / 3t π= . When it is
beyond the time / 2t π= , there are several tiny differences between (c) and (d), (b) and (e), (a)
and (f), which have time / 3t π= , 2 / 3t π= , / 4t π= , 3 / 4t π= , 0t = and t π= , respectively.
The field U diminishes until time
t π= . The period of this periodic wave pattern excitation is π .
Fig. 4. (Color online) Periodic wave pattern. Their parameters are
0 1 2 32, 1, 2, 2a a a a= = = = .
Case 4: Double-instantons excitation
An instanton is a classical solution to the equations of motion of the classical field theory on
a Euclidean space-time. Instantons are important in quantum field theory, they appear in the path
integral as the leading quantum corrections to the classical behavior of a system, furthermore, they
are topologically nontrivial solutions of Yang-Mills equations that absolutely minimize the energy
(a) t=0 (b) t=π/4
(c) t=π/3 (d) t=2π/3
(e) t=3π/4 (f) t=π
9functional within their topological type, they can be used to study the tunneling behavior in
various systems such as a Yang-Mills theory [27].
The Fig. 5 shows a double-instanton of DS system, which can be obtained by
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From Fig. 5 (a) (b) (c), both three-dimensional pictures and their projections, we can see the
amplitudes of the field U diminish with the time 0, 3t t= = and 6t = . Furthermore, from the
projections, we can notice that two instantons are bonded with together, that is we called a
double-instanton.
Fig. 5. (Color online) Double-instanton excitations. Their parameters are
0 1 2 32, 1, 2, 2a a a a= = = = .
Those ranges of field U are{ } { }0, 0.6 , 0, 0.006 and{ }0, 0.000015 , respectively.
(a) t =0
(b) t =3
(c) t =6
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IV. CONCLUSIONSANDDISCUSSIONS
In this paper, the variable separation approach is used for searching solutions of
Davey-Stewartson (DS) equations which contain high nonlinear and gain terms. It can be
concluded that the variable separation approach is a very powerful and efficient method in finding
exact and explicit solutions for wide classes of problems. In particular, we have given several
excitations such as dromions, solitoffs, breathers, periodic wave patterns and double-instantons for
the DS equations. In addition, we also have discussed several characters of these different
excitations.
Our analytical study of solutions can explain many experimental results. Due to the DS
equations by now arising in many different kinds of situations, these different excitations of
solution may have a wide range of applicability. In the past few decades, solitons appear widely in
solid, fluid and optical media. Nonlinear localized structures have received much attention and
taken an important role in the study of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) [28] and matter waves.
Refs. [29, 30] have demonstrated that Faraday pattern waves and nonlinear interactions are
created in BEC, and showed an initial transverse breathing mode excitation of the condensation
leading to spontaneous pattern formation in the longitudinal direction. Analysis of the breather in
this paper clearly illustrates this similar excitation (a standing breather corresponds to localized
solutions whose amplitudes vary with time) and its characteristics. The exact numerical instanton
solutions [31], which describe quantum tunneling from both the metastable and radially excited
states of BEC, demonstrate the value of the instanton excitations in the analysis of BEC. In the
study of the nonlinear optical systems, Ref. [32] exhibited the experimental control of drifting
solitary structures and their motions by using an incoherent external amplitude control in a unique
way. And the drifting solitons can be explained in this paper by the shape changes of the soliton
solutions with time, such as dromion excitation (Fig. 2), solitoff excitation (Fig. 3), periodic wave
pattern excitation (Fig. 4), etc. And the excitation patterns discussed above can also be applied to
the plasmas, shallow sea area waves and the other branches of physics.
In summary, we have studied the general (2+1)-dimensional DS equations with nonlinear and
gain terms, we found some important excitations through variable separation approach. In
particular, we have analyzed these main excitations, which would be important to the development
of modern physics. We predict that similar solutions and excitations will also exist in other related
revolution equations such as nonlinear Schrödinger equation, and more analysis and details will be
left for our future studies.
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